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CHAPI'ER - .I 

ANALx"T IC ITY 

History of philosophy reveals the fact that philosophers. 

while dealing with the problem of knowledge have always tried 

to draw a line of distinction between truths cons.i.dered as eternal 

in contrast to truths considered as contingent,i.e. true for the 

time being. Thus, Plato does distinguish between knowled~e and 

opinion. Aristotle between absolute necessity and relative necessity, 

Hume between relation of ideas and matters of fact, Kant between 

apriori and aposteriori and so on. .In the same manner, some 

philosophers look at the Kant•s use of two types of judgements -

analytic and synthetic and thereby willing to draw a clear line 

of demarcation between an .analytic statement stating apriori 

knowledge and a synthetic statement stating aposteriori knowledge. 

Anyway, since Kant,-philosophers have been very ·much attracted 

by the different aspects of the notion of analyticity and at the 

same time they have curiously observed some obscurities in K?mt's 

explanation of the concerned notion. It is these l~tations, which 

I consider liable to direct philosop~rs after Kant to interpret 

analytic statements in different ways. 

Among the different obscurities, first of all it can be 

mentioned that in the hands of Kant the notion o£ analyticity haS 

been confined only to judgments containing subject - predicate 

for;m, while in reality there are number of items of knowledge to 

which this particular notion can be attributed. 
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secondly, when it is said that in an analytic judgment 

predicate-concept is contained in the subject-concept -- difficulty 

arises regarding the term •concept•. Generally, to have a concept 

o:f • x• means to know something about • X' • Now the point is that, 

having a concept is ~ot something static~ The more we know about 

•x• richer our concept becomes. As a result, a st~rnent which 

was not considered as analytic previously may be counted as 

analytic due to new discovery. Thus, only after the discovery ~f 

mammalian characteristic of whales - statement like ;•whales 

are marrmals' is being counted as analytic one. 

Lastly, while defining analyticity, Kant'•·s use of law of 

contradiction is not also clear. All that he says regarding this 
~-

. t; 
law is •negation of an analytic judgement would be self-contrad~:t 

tory•. Now, to define ana:~ic:i~Y-P.?.~:lo~opher~_ after Kant have '\~

explained the law from different points of view. Some wish to 1;-ake\: 
the law as a test or criterion of analyticity; sene asair.t COIJsl~er ~~~\---

\ \ •\ 
\. ' - \ \ 

the law as a mark of the necessary character of analytic statefi}C¥itl, \ ,, _ 

and think ·that an analytic statelllent can be defined solely in -~~~~\ 
of necessity. .. ··-.\<\;: 

i \ .·' 
However, the above obscurities lead philosophers after Krn\ 

to interpret an analytic statenient in various· ways. conseguentlf• \ 

we come across different interpretations of such statement. Arno~1 g .\ 
. .\" 

others~· the follot'l7ing deserve special attention: · ~·\ ... 

\ \\ 

\ \ 
.\ ~-

\ 
\ 

~~ ,,~ 
\ \ 



1) Analytic statements are apriori statements. 

2) Analytic statements are necessary statements. 

3) Analytic statement is a statement the truth of which 
follows from the meanings of the words invo'lved. 

4) Analyticity o:f an analytic statement follows :frcm the 

synonymity of the terms involved therein. 

Now, regarding the above interpretations.1 a question may 
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arise in the following form *· How f,ar the above interpretations 

do serve the purpose for which they are proposed? ~ other words, 

can the notion of analyticity .be actually explained in terms of 

the notions like apriority, necessity, meaning .and synonymity? 

Anyway, in connection wi.th the above questions, our discuss

io~ on the s~sequent four s~ctions woul~ reveal the fact that 

none of tpe above interpretations have been_ able_ ~o offer a 

satisfactory explanation of an analytic stateme.nt. And as reason 

of this failure, J: would like to mention the following three 

important ;eointf!: 

1) 'I' he notions that have been introduced .b:t; philosoehers to 

clarif.l analV;icity, themselves stand in need of clarification. 

In fact. discuss;ton 9n each of th~ notions like apriority, necessity, 

meani.ng and synonymity wou;Ld show that they are actually vague 

notions and hence, a;ttempts to explain analyticity in terms of 

such ,;:ague notions can never achieve the desired result •. 



2) Another reason lies in the wrong step taken by these 

philosoehers while considering all ana±xtic statements as 

belonging to a sinsle class and thereby asking for a criter~ 

explaining all analytic statements whatsoever. 

3) Since the concept o£ eternal tfuth has been jeoi?ardised 

due to the advancement of knowledse, guestio~ises resarding 

the feasibilitf of analz;ic sta~ments themselves. Hence, any 

interpretation of such statements is bound to be incomplete. 

The impgrtance of the notion of Analyticit¥ 

As a notion, analyticity does deserve detailed discussion 

for the following reasons: 

1) The problem of kno\~ledge undoubtedly seems to be a 

perinnial problem of philosophy. In the history of- ·thought, 
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Kant• s theory of knowledge is actually a turning point. In· fact; 

Kant's attitude tol.'lards knowledge has been .considered as Copernican. 

How, being involved as an i.mportant notion- in ·Kant• s theory of 

knowledge, analyticity rightly deserves special discuss~on. That 

is to say,. understanding of the notion of· analyticity is necessary 

to understand Kant•.s the·ory of knowledge properly. 

2} In the history of philosophy it has been noted that from 

time immemorial philosophers have been very much concerned with 

truths considered as eternal in comparison to truths which are 
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merely cont~gent. Xhus. Plato's account of knowledge as distin

guished from opinion. Leibnitz•s account of truths o£ reason as 

distinguished from truths of .facts. Hume• s relation of ideas as 

distinguished from matters of fact have attracted philosophers 

from ti~ _to t~me. And from this point of view clarification of 

analytic truth as distinguished from synthetic one is duly needed. 

In fact, clarification of analytic truth is required to underst.and 

the universe. In order to get an adequate global view of the world 

of thought, of language or of anything that is necessary for us 

is to become clear about the roles played in our conceptual 

system by different kinds of truth such as, logical truth, 

physically necessary truth in natural· sciences etc. And for th.is., 

what is required is to clarify the statements expressing such 

truths. In other words, clarification of analytic ·statement is 

of utmost importance in order to &pprec.iate and to understand the 

universe. And since understanding and appreciating of the universe 

is the sole task of philosophy, the notion of analyticity undoubtedl.-y 

goes to the very centre of philosophy.1 

Now. prior to discussion on the above interpretations of 

analyticity I think it is necessary to mention the attribution 

1. Hilari Putnam, Mind, Lan5f.l;!BSe and Reality. Cambridge 
University, 1986, p. 41. 



to which the noi;ion of analyticity vtould be ascribed in the 

present topic. Kant~· in lU.s theory of: knov1ledge introduces: the 

notion o:E analyt.ic,i.ty in course of talking about judgment. He 

de~ines a judgment <:;lf} analytic;: when the predic;ate repea~$ t~ 

sUbject either in whole ··or in part without any addition to the 

suk>jectt while in a syntl1e1;i~ judgnent. the pre<licate stands · 
. . 

outside the subject concept and adds something to the subj.ect. 

According to l<al)t , . 

• :tf I S?-Y, for instance • all bodies are extended• - th~s 

~s an_ analytic judgment.. For . J: do not requ.;tre to go beyond 

the. conc:;ep\; wJ;U.ch J: connect with body ~order to find 

exte~sion as bound :UP with it. ~o meet. "4'ith thj,s. predicate 

.I have rnere.).y tc;) analy~e the concept, that is, to becoii'l(a 

conscious to royse~ of_the manifold which .I always th~ 

in that c.oncep~. ~he judgment is therefore analytic11:._
1 

Phi~sophe~s after_Kant apply ~alytia~ty to others~· such 

as to propqsitio~, truth and state~~t~ some .of t~ese ph~lo$0phers 

rejeCt jucigmen~ as an attri.bution o:f analyticity on the 9~ound 

that. a judgment which basically do~s rf;):fer 1;o mental ~t can in 

no t"'ay be free from psychological .influence. 

Any ~~~Y~ ill t(le. px·eser;1~ topic the notipn of analyticity 

would be discussed as attributed neither to proposition, nor 

1. Kant, ~anuel, Critique o£· PUJ:e Reason translated· by Norman 

Kemp.Sm.ith, Macmillan and Company, ~ndon, 19641 pp~- 48-49.; 
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to truth but to statements only. Now, some philosophers may not . . 

admit statements as proper attribution of analyticity by pointing 

out that as a notion, analyticity should be attributed to a certain 

non linguistic entity, such as proposition and so on and hence, 

linguistic entity like statement can in no way be regarded as 

proper attribution of analyticity. In the face of the above 

argument it can be said that any_reasonable discussion should not 
' be concerned with a~y non-linguistic entity, rather w~th a linguis-

tic expression by which such entity is stated clearly. And from 

this point of viet'l it would be quite justified to attribute the 

notion of analyticity to a linguistic expression called a statement. 

SECTJON- I: 

In order to show that the notion· of apriority does help 

litcle to explain analyticity and consequently, interpretation 

like • analytic statements are apriori statements• falls far short 

of the desired result, I would like to point out the major 

difficulties underlying the notion of apriority. 

One of the most impor:t;.ant notions involving in Kant• s 

theory of knowledge is the notion of apriority. Although, 

etymolo~ically the term apriori means 'from what is prior•, as 

a concept apriori has been used in somewhat different senses and 



received varied treatmen~s in the hands of philosophers since 

Kant. Some such interpretations are: 

i) apriori means independent of empirical facts, 

ii) apriori means independent of experience, 

iii) apriori means independent of empirical verification. 

A little reflection would show that each of the above 

explanations is confronted with some difficulties • 
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.In case of (i) difficulty arises regarding the term • fact•. 

A question may arise that in ~Jhat sense the particular term 'fact• 

should be consideredi Should it be co~sidered as something externa17 

or, something internali Now, in connection with apriori statements 

it is said that such ?- statement does not correspond to anything 

in the external world. Hence, if apriori statement is considered 

as a statement indej;:endent of external fact then its concem must 

be an internal one i.e. an idea. And the problem is that an idea 

is something private. According to Frege, 

nEvery idea has· only one bearer; no two men have 
the same idea". 1 

However, if apriority does depend on an idea it would loose one 

of its essential characteristics of universality. Moreover, in 

1. Frege, G.ottlob, uThe Thought : A logical .Inquiry" in 

Philosoehical Lo2ic, ed. P.F. strawson, Oxford university 
Press~ 1967, p. 28. 
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whatever sense the particular term • fact• is used, can l.'ITe really 

speak of an unexperienced fact at all? If not, would it not be 

difficult to di~tinguish between apriori and aposteriori? 

Regarding (ii} the use of the expression • inde_pendent of 

experience• is not clear at all. ACcording to P. sen, knowledge 

as independent of experience does not definitely point to a 

knowledge derived £:rom any particular sourc,e.,. x:ather knovrledge 

derived from any source other than experience.1 And in that 

case apriori knowledge may mean knowled'99 der,1-ved from intuitic;>n, 

knowledge derived from apprehension and so on. Again, in connection 

with the expression • independent of experience•· question may arise 

in the follot..ring form:. Can knowledge be acquired without any 

experience at alli In f.act, some philosophers think that in order 

to know a statement as apriori one, ~.rhat is reqilired is to have 

certain experience ... Thus, according to Kripke, to consider the 

apriori statement 'The standard metre rod is· l metre long• one 

should lmow the way in which the reference· of the word •metre• 

has been .fixed. 2 

. l. Sen, Pranab, 'The Concept of the Aprior.i' in logic, Induction· 

and ontologz, ~he Macmillan Company of India Ltd._, 1980, p. 4. 

· 2·. sen, Pranab, "'l'he Neeessary and the Apriori .. in IDgic, 

Induction and Ontology, The Macmillan Company of India Ltd., 

1980, P• 221. 
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In facing the above difficulties regarding the expression 

• independent of experience• , some philosophers intend to use 

1 independent of experience• as • independent of empirical veri

fication'. According to John Hospers, speaking of aprio.ri is not 

referring to the way of coming by the piece of knowledge in 

question but to the way in which it must be verified.1 

Hence, to know an apriori statement like 'table is table' 

these philosophers think that one has to experience what table

is and ti'hat word is used to refer to it. And the .:point is that 

the above statement would be considered as an apriori only in 

the sense that he is not required to investigate any instance of 

table to see whether it is really a table. In other words, there 

is no need to await the verdict of experience to find out whether 

the state 1 table is table' always holds true and this is what 

is meant by the expression • independent of empirical verification•. 

Now, the point is that difficulty arises regarding the 

term •verification•. This particular term verification as used 

here, has been derived from the 'verifiability theory of mean.J,.ng• 

advocated by the logical positivists. According to this theory~ 

to be meaningful, a statement should be emperically verified. N~i, 

it is to be noted here that the logical positivists themselves have 

l.Hq;,.spers, John, An Introduction to Philosophical Analx;sis, 
Allied Publishers Private Lto., Calcutta, 1977, p. 181. 
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used the term •verification' in more than one sense,_ st;~ch as, 

sometimes in the sense of complete verification, sometimes in 

the sen@;e- of possibility of verification and so on. Hence, the 

exact sense of •verification• in case of apriori statement remains 

unspeci£164•- Moreover, a large number of statement$, such as 

evaluative--st-atements" belief-staternents,etc. are beyond th~ J;"each 

of verification. ~herefore, if • indep;ndent of experience• would 
' 

be the mark of ·ppriority, the above-mentioned types of statements 

would undoubt~dly come under the perview of apriori statements. 

SECT ION - I I: 

In this section, I would like to show how various explana

tions of the concept of necessity in the hands of different 

philosophers at different times, instead of explaining the concept, 

have turned it more obscure. As a res_ult of which the above-mentioned 

interpretation, •analytic statements are necessary stat~ents• would 

actually explain little about the so-called analytic statements~ 

As a concept,. •necessity• was used by many philosophers 

before Kant. Aristotle used necessity in t.wp different senses '"!" 

absolute and relative. Absolute necessary truths are those which 

express insight into the essences of things whereas relative 

necessary truths are treated by h~ as necessary only in relation 

to a given hypothesis. 
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According to Leibnitz, necessary truths are truths of 

reason and such truths rest on the principle of contradiction. 

Necessary ~ruth, for example1 expressed by •an equilateral triangle 

is a rectangle' cannot be denied without being involved in contra• 

diction in comparison to truths of facts or contingent truths 

which can be denied without logical contradiction. Now, despite 

making this distinction, Le.ibn.itz does not admit any real contin

gency. According to him, in every true proposition the predicate 

.is contained in the subject. 'l:'hat is to say, .Leibnitz thinks that 

everything that .is true of a thing is part of that thing's essence 

and it is so for God. It follows toorefore, that according to 

Leibnitz nothing simply happens to a thing i.e. there is no real 

contingency. NOt'i, the point is that due to his metaphysical 

$tandpo.int Leibnitz•s account fails to distinguish between necessary 

truth and contingent truth properly and thereby stands on the 

r.-1ay to grasp tr...e exact nature of the concept of necessity • 

.In the Treaties, Hume distinguishes two types of relations 

by which .ideas are connected with one another -- natural relation 

a~d philosophical relation. According to Coplesto~, in case of 

natural relation ideas are connected with one another by natural 

force of association. Hence, one tends naturally to recall the 

other, for examp~e •water flows downti'ards'. :rn 'philosophical 

relations' we can compare at will any objects, provided that there 

is at least some similarity of quality between them. In such 
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comparison, he thinks tha·t the mind is not impelled by a natural 

force of association to pass from one idea to another; it does 

so simply because it has chosen to institute a certain comparison.1 

An example of philosophical relation is a mathematical proposition 

•two plus two four•. The truth of the above proposition depends 

sirr~ly ana solely on the relations between ideas, -- it cannot 

possibly be refuted by experience. New, the problem is that between 

these t~vo types of necessities - natural and philosoph,ical, which 

one would be counted as a defining characteristic of analyticity? 

In his theory of knowledge Kan~ does not offer any positive 

definition of necessity; rather he defines it pegatively as a 

concept the opposite of which is inconceivableo According to Kant, 

experience cannot afford the smallest ground for necessity. That 

is to say, Kant thinks that a necessary statement can in no way be 

derived from expeirnce. 

'l'he above account of necessity cannot be accepted for more 

than one reason. Firstly# difficulty arises regarding the term 

• Inconceivable• .. On the one hand,_ it may mean inc;:onceivable to 

this or that j,.nd.ividtial or it may mean inconceivable to._ all po~sible 

trlor1ds. In the first. case, _l<ant would be accused of psychologism 

and in case of the second he would be accued o~ introducing 

1. Copleston, Frederick, A Histo~~-of Philosophx;, New York, 
,Poubleday co. international, 1967, Vol. 5, p. 75. 
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metaphysical concept in his theory of knowledge or epistemology.· 

Secondly, it is controversial whether a necessary statema~t 

can never be derived from experience. soul Kripke, who classifies 

necessary staten~nts as epistemica11y necessary and metaphysically 

~ecessary, holds t~at whereas metaphysically necessary staterrsnts 
. ' . . 

are true in all possible 'tiorlds, epistemica11y necessary statements 

are rationally unrevisable. And Kripke thinks that property of being 

epistemica11y necessary is quite in~pendent of t12. property of 

being apriori. Thus, the statement 'The standard metre rod is I 

metre long• according to Kripke, although a lilleCessary statement 

does -depend on experience. 

Le~.ring aside the metaphysical realm, concept of necessttt 

receives new dimensions in the hands of logical. positivists. Ayer 

does identify necessity with allied concept apriority. He thinks 

that being universally true, necessary truths should in no way 

be dependent on experience. Propositions of logic and mathematiss 

are considered by him ~ necessary truths. Now difficulty arises 

regarding the ways in which Ayer has tried to exp~ain necessi:ty. 

once he said that although necessary propos~tions of logic and 

mathematics may be discovered through inductive procedure~ once 
. ' 

we apprehend them. we see they ~e necessarily true. that t~ey hold 

good for every conceivable instance.1 Elsewhere he said that 

1. Ayer, A. J •. , Language, Truth and logic, Penguin Books, 1978, 
P• 100. 
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propositions of logic &"ld mathematids are necessary _:_ simply 

because tote never· allow them to be anything else. And the reason· 

for this is that we cannot abandon· them without· contradicting our

selves, without ~inning against the rules which govern the use of 

language. and so making our utterances self-stultifying' 1 ,. '.rhese 

two different explanations of necessary truths, instead o£ 

explaining necessity1make the c~ncept more confused. MOreover, 

diffiCUlty ariSeS regarding the termS t amrehendeQ I and 'ruleS 

2~ language' as used ~Y Ayer. The term_ •apprehend~ may_be used 

in different senses. It may mean th.e. act of. arresting, antici

pation of evil, po1r1er of understanding and so on. Net..r, the exact 

sense in which the p~ticular :term *apprehend' has been use~ here 

is r,1ot clea?=• »>,ll~eover,. in t-lhat.ev~r ~ense it __ may Pe. usec;'i", would it 

be proper to consider necessity s±mply as a matter of apprehen

sion? 

A number of diffi9ulties arise regarding the expression 

'rules of language• also. Rules of language may mean rules of 

artific~a1 language or it may mean ru~es o£ ordinary language• 

The above ac~9unt doe~ not clearly state whether •rules• should 

be referred to rules of_artificia1 language or rules o£ ordin~y 

language~ Moreover~ question may arise regarding the very·exis-

tence of· rules in ordinary language. Since, the rules o£ an 

1. Ayer#. A. J., Language TJruth and Iogi<:_, Penguin Books, 1978, 
p. lp3. 
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artificial language are explicitly written down at the ~ime of 

'constructing such language, no question arises regarding the very 

existence of rules involving in such 1anguaue. Now, it ~s not the 

case· in connection with rules of ordinary language. And the 

problem becomes cr !tical when a group of philosophers do aamit 

the existence of rules in ordinary language while others de:ny 

them. Philosophers denying the very existence of rules in case of 

ordinary language have argu~d that s~c~ _pepple u;:~ing ordinary 
- .. ,. 

language had not constructed ·any rules by making a linguistic 

contract at :the dawn of history - there can be no such rules of 

language at all. Morton G. White writes: 

•~ -natural languages have no rule-books 
and the question of whether a given statement 

is analytic in them is much rcore difficult".~ 

Quine rejects the ~mp~r~cal vi~~ _that, like ru~es of 

~gic and rules of mathematids, there are also . rules of language. 

According to Quine, if there i.s any such rule at all, it would 

be rule o£ artificial language o:nly. In this conne~tion1 Hilary 

l?ui;n~ writes: 

l. !"lorton G .. White : "The Analytic and the Synthetics an 

untenable Dualism" in semantics And ~he Philosophy o~ 

Lang-uage., edited by Linsky, L., university of Illinois Press,. 
1952, p. 277., 



"••• •• ·there are no further rules of language beyond 

the, garden variety of rules which a lexicographer ol:' 

a grammarian roigbt discover, and which only tl:¥l 
1 

philosopher can discover"~ 
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on the other hand, philosophers admitting the very existence of 

rules of ordinary language differ among themselves regarding the 

nature of such rules. ':rhus_, vrhile Ayer considers rules of 1.anguage 

as neces~ary uuths, later Wittgenstein• s opin.ion in thj;,s respect 

is quite different. According to Moore~ Wittgenstein who ·always 

compares rules of language 't..Zith rules of game, seems to use ... rule• 

in t'tiO d.ifference senses - (l-) stating the rules of a game and 

(2) :t;.a'lking regarding the. appl~cation of· a rule .• Now, Moore 

rethinks, tha~. to wi~tgenstein, .. sentences st.ating the ru;Les of a 

game canuot by themselves· be true or false, while sentences by 

which demonstrations. are given regarding the application of rules 

may be true or false. 

Now, in whatever sense r~les 9£ language ar~ considered; 

reference to such rule ~rould reduce. nec~ss-1. ty and th~.rel:>y an~y

ticity OJ;llY to ~ mat~er of co!lventio~u or. o~ly a ma'\;te~ c;>f ll\lffi8!.1 
is 

decision. If so, ~lJOSsibil~ty of falsification wP~ch~characteris-

tic of necessary truths is not a brute ontological fact according 

1 .• Hilary Putnam : "Mind. Language and Reali~" Cambridge 
university Press,, 198 6, P• 38. , 



to Quinton~ Rather, it is brought abou_t by our refusal .from the 

start to let any falsification occur.1 

Carnap defines necessary truth in terms. of state -

description. A state-description~ according to carnap is a.class 
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o£ sentences in s1 which contains for every atomic sentence either 

this sentence or its. negat~on,, but not both,. and no other sentences. 

A state-description, carnap says: 
. . . ' . 

n... gives a complete description of a possible state 

of the universe o£ andividuals with respect to all 

properties and relations expressed by predicates of 

the system. Thus the state-description represent 

Leibnitz•.possipl~ worlds or Wittgenstein•s possible 

state of affairsu.2 

Hence, to Carnap necessity means logical necessity and 

he 'li"lrites: 

1. Quinton,. Anthony· ; ·liThe Apriori apd ·The Analytic" · in 

Ph!losoehical. · Io£!ic· ed. P.F. strawson, oxford university 
- ' ' 

Press, 1967,. p .. 116. 

2. Carnap, Rudolf, ~~aning and Necess±ty, University o£ 

· · Chicago Press, 1947, P• 9 •. 



utbe concept of logical necessity as explicandum, 

seems to be common~y understoOd in such a Ttray that 

~t applies to a proposition P if and only if the 

truth of P i~ based on pure~y logical reasons and 

is not dependent upon the contingency of facts:. in 

other ~IOrds, if the assurr~tion o£ not P would ~ead to 

logical contradiction :_ independent of facts. Thus we 

see a close si~larity between two explicanda, the 

logical necessity of a propos~tion and the logical 
' 1 

truth of a sentence". 
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Carnap•s attempt to explain necessity although very much 

promising,do~s really.he~p little to get a clear picture of the 

concerned notion. Among others.,. the follovJing are the main obj.ec-

tions that can be raised against Carnap. 

(i) Attell'.pt tO explain necessity in terms of semantic rules 

is of no avail at all. In fact_, the notion of semantic rules ~s 

not a clear notion and stands itself for clarification. l-ienee,. 

any sucb atternp~ to .define necessity in terms of these .rules 

t'ihich are explicitly stated in· an artific·ial language ~11ould back 

ourselves in the same place .from 'lrJhere l·Te have started. 

------------------------~-----·--
1~ Carnap, Rudolf~ Mea~ing ~d Necessitz. University o£ Chicago 

Press, 194 7, P• l 74._ 



(i.j.) As· carnap .i.dent:lf.:i.es necessary truth wii;h anal)ft.i.c 

truth# .i.t follows therefore that all neeessary statements would 

be counted a$ analytic statements. In that case there x..rauld be 

no room for synthetic apriori. 

(.iii) Car.nap's explanation of logical necessity is not at 

all clear. He himsel£ admits that 
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0 ••• the concept of logical necessity j;s not sufficiently 

clear t it cc;m, for instance, be conc~ived in such a way 

that the sentenc~s. mentioned are trl,le, but alsO. in another 

r.vay such that they, or sone of them~ are false•·. 1 

(.iv:) cax:nap•·s veJ:"sion that the concept of :logical truth 

and necessary· truth are .identical can~t be accepted in all 

cases. Fo~ example, t~ trui:;h of a logically true statement. like 

• either it is r$ing or not.. is known only if the meaning of 

the logical. constants • either~r• arE;) known, whereas to. determine 

the truth of ·a necess~y statement • if. ~ohn is a bachelor then 
" 

he is unm.9-~Fied' de~d~ p.ot. on,ly on log,:l.c~ constant~ ·•· .if--t;hen•· 

but on the meanings o:f "bachelor' and ..,unmarried man•. 

~he most ~treme·version of the .linguistic theory o£ 

necessity consid~s.necessity only as a matter_of l~gui~t~e 

convention• In fact, the cony~nt,ionalists at1:-a~k, the f,)ntological 

theory o:f necessity on th~ ground that. .c,l philosophicSJ.: 

1. carnap, Rudolf, Meaning and Necessity, University o~ Chicago 
Press, 1947., P• 174 ... 



theory presented in the ontological form of speech tends to · 

create an illusion and thereby conceals.what is being done with 

language • .Hence., they propose to explain necess.ity in terms of 

language and hold that it is only a linguistic convention that 

makes a ·form of words expressing a necessary truth. 'l'hus., accord

ing to the conventionalists,necessar,y. ~repositions are only verbal 

propositions. 

Now. regarding the above version of necessity difficulty 

arises in the following points: 

1) If necessity is not something objective rather a matte~ 

of human decision, how can a line of distinction be orawn between 

necessary truth and contingent truth? 

2) That necessary propostion can in no way be treated as 

merely a verbal proposition C<;tn be shown by the fact that the 

negation of a true verbal proposition is not a self-contrad~ction 

~'Thil~ negation of a necessary proposition involves self..,.contra•, 

diction. 

3) The question of •trl,le• or "false• does not arise in case 

of a necessary propol3ition, t-1here as a verbal pro,POsitions may 

be t, true' or • false''. 

4J If a proposition reports the existence of a linguis~ic 

c6nvention1 it can in no way be regarded as a necessary one. 
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5) Last.liy# in the- above version the use of the te.rm ~verbal• 

is not clear •. Although different philosophers have offered diff~nt 

explanations t6 clear the use of the-· term •ver~al• • the explanations 

· actually help a little in this respect, .• ~hus#. t"littgens~in• s 
. . 

explanation of ttro different uses of •verbal' - one,~ original 

use de$Cr.ibing the nature of p~oposition and the other. regarding 

the .. grammatical point of the concerned proposition creating the 

impression that the_ true nature Qf_ necessary proposition is being 

revealed - does not seem to .be very much promising. 

From the above ~count .it. follows that. philosophers sinqe 

Arist.Ot~e l:lave lcloked 9t tl'le co~cept. ()f neces$ity from different 

points o£ view and cons~quent~y,. 'tve. come_ aci;"oss. several_ kinds 9~ ·. 

necessity such as logic~!, psycholog~cal, _natural and so on. Hence, 

in connection 'td.th the particular concept, questions arise in the 

·following formst· 

(a) :rn which sense •nece~si.ty• as a. defining cha;-acter.istic 

o.f analyticity should be i;alten ,.- ~og;i.ccU or psychological. or 

natural?. 

(bJ -~ t'fhatever .sense neces~i1;.y_ is used., t1o~ld .11; ~ply 

absolute necessity or necessity relative to a system? 

Wi~ho~t the pz;owr apmvers o£ the ~ve questions t~ 

interpretati.on. •- analytic statements are n~acessary~, wou~Cl actually 

explain nothing-... 
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SEC'I'lON - Z\11 

In this section,. discussion would be based on tbe justifi

cation of. the claim • analytic statement is a statement the truth 

of which follows .from the meanings of the words involved•. 'rhe 

proponents oif this linguistic version of analytic statement put 

forward the following arguments: · 

1.) Since some sentences _may express an analytic statement; . .a-t: 

one time and not in another, there is no other way than to depend 

on the meaning of the terms involved in order to determine a 

statercent as analytic one. Thus, ·'All .bars serve alcoholic bevezrages• 

is analytic .if •bar' means the same a$ 'pla~e where alcoholic 

beverages are sola:•·; but if 'ba,r' mean$ what it does in the 

phrase •chocolate .bar' or in •bar examination• .. of course the 

proposition ie not analytic in these senses. 

2) That meaning is a factor Of understanding analyticity, 

in other words. that analyticity of a statement does depend on . 

the meaning of the words involved can be shown by the fact that a 

man who does not know the meaning. of • oculist·•, the statement ·• an 

oculist is an eye-doCtor• would not be treated by h±m as analytic 

one. 
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3) Owing to the nove~ discoveries 1 a statement ti'hi.Ch was not 

regarded as analytic in one tifiie1 may be regarded as so at another 

time. Thus, according ~ John Hospers, the sentence ·~rhales are 

mammals' was former~y not used to express an ana3:ytic proposition. 

rather, the sentence would have been thought to express a false 

proposition~ N0 w, since the mammalian characteristic of whales has 

been incorporated into the definition of whale, 'whales are mammals' 

as used today would be analytic. 

Now, in connection with the above version objections may 

arise in the following forms: 

(i) ~t may be poin~ed out that the linguistic version 

actually fails to disting~ish between_ a. sentence and a. statement. 

It overlooks the ~rtant fact that meaning of words is a concern . ~ . 

of a sentence and not of a sta~ment which a sentence actually 

states. 

(.ii) All that can be said regarding the above version is 

that it would actually be t-rrong to think that meaning of a teJ:m 

is a concern exclusively for analytic statement .• In fact, non~. 

empirical statementr like 'All men are £eatherJ.ess bipeds• does 

also· depend on the meaning of the terms involved. 

· .(iii) one of the fundamental questions raised against the 

linguistic version of analytic statement is that i:f an analytic 

statement like &l other empirical statements is subject to revision 
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or c:hange. it would be really difficult to draw a line of distinc• 

tion between analytic ·Statement and empirical statement and as a 

result, question would arise on the possibility of the so called. 

analytic-synthetic distinction. In this connection Quine points 

out that the total field of our kno\"lledge is so t~.:n.de..,.. d.e.h:Y.mi:n.e~ by 

experience that there is every possibility to reevaluate a state

ment in the light of a single contrary experience. Quine writes:· 

"••• it becomes £olly to seek a boundary between 

synthetic statements. which hold contingently on 

experience. and analytic statements, which hold 

1 come t11hat may• .• 

Besides the above limitations, the linguistic version 

suffers from a further limitation arising in connection with the 

notion of meaning. .In fact, the notion of . meaning . as used :by this 

version with a view to explain the notion of analyticity is itself 

a vague notion. Philosophers at different times have tried to 

explain •meaning' from different angles. Truely spealdng, problem 

of meaning has been considered as a perennial problem of philosophy. 

Thus, one of the fundarnent'al questions of phi'losophy is : -tlrJhat 
,, il -· ) 

is exactly meant by meaning of an express~on•·? Hence 1 philosophers 

1. Quine, vl. V.0.1 "~wo Dogmas of Empiricism in From a I.ogical Point 

of View, Harvard University Press, 1953, p. 43. 
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attempt to explain analyticity in terms of meaning cannot achieve 

the desired result. 

SECTION - IV 

~his section contains discussion on the interpreta~ion 

'Analytic statement is a statement,analyticity of which follows 

from the'sinonymity of the terms involved therein1 

some logical positivists trying to explain analyticity of 

a statement in terrr~ of synonymity of the terms involved, think 

that analyticity of the following statements 

1) Bachelors are unmarried men 

2) oculist ,is an eye-doctor 

3) l?rocr astination is putting things off. 

do follow from the fact that • bachelor'· and • unmarried man' , 

in (1 ), •.oculist• and 'eye-doctor• in (2); • procrastination• 

and • putting things off·' in (3); are but synonymous expressions. 

According to the logical posit.ivist~ in case of each state

ment as mentioned above ·the word '.s1~onyrnous • .is here used in such 

a ~ray that two symbols belonging to the same language can be said 

to be synonymous if, and only' if, the simple substitution of one 

symbol for the other, in·any sentence 'in'which either can signi

ficantly occur, always yields a new sentence which is equivalent 

to the old. It follows therefore, that the logical positivists try 
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to account synonymity in terms of interchangeability. Now, question 
r ~ n 

may be raised s Does interchangeabil·ity as used here,. also pre-. 

supposes 1nterexplainability?1 I~ so, th~t is_to say,. if inter

changeability is used in the sense of inter~plainability, then no 

two terms in each of the above pairs are interexplainable as well 

as interchangeable due to the following reasons •. 

l) In each of the above statements· the two terms used as 

the subject· and the predicate are not of the same status , ~ather 

the predicate term is nore fundamental than the subject one.-•. Thus~ 

• unmarried man' is more fundarnent.al than the teJ;'lll • bachelor•; 

• eye-c;loctor• is more f.undamental. than • oculist. • , 'putting things 

off' is mo~e fundamental tl;lan 'procrastina:tion• .• That they are 

different in status and that the. relation of synonymy does not 

hold be_t\>'1een ee3,ch of the above pairs ;Ls further justified by tl:le 
' 

fact that we can define 'bachelor in terms of • unmarried man•, 

• oculist • in terms of • eye-doctor•, • procrastination • in terms of 

'putting things of£' .and not conversely. 

2) That the t"tiO terms *bachelor·• ·and •·unmarried man• are 

not of the same status can also be shown with the ~lp of a 

mathematical analogy.· In a certain ·r01athematical equation such· 
. . 

as 2X-4 = o. when the variable· X is assigned constant value 2, · 
' 

we equate the variable X to that constant value 2 - only in the 

perspective of the aforesaid condition. Similarly, the te~ 

• bachelor• in tre statement 'bachelors are umnarr.ied men• has 



been used like .. a variable symbol on which the meaning of 

• urunarried man• has been assigned. From this it does not follow 

that 'bachelor• would be equated with the meaning of • unmarried 

man • 1n all contexts., 

3) That • Bachelor' has been used like~ . a variable symbol 

in the statement • bachelors are unmarried men• can further be 

justified by the fact that in the expressions 'bachelor of arts•, 

• bachelor of science• , the particular term • bachelor• is used to 

denote graduate-degree.holders and not unmarried men. Hence, in' 

the above two expressions"a·different rneanirig i.e. 'graduate 

degree holders·• ·has been assigned. to • bachelor•-~ 
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4J According to Kant -•negation of an analytic statement 

would be self-contradictory•. Now1 if analyticity is explained in 

terms o£ synonymity it would result in some synonymous statements. 

That the above statements are not analytic and hence not synonymous 

can be shown by the fact that negation of each statement does not 

involve contradiction at all. Rather, 'person using negative state

ment like 'lt is ·not the case that bachelors are ~arried men'4' or, 

• it is not the case that oculists is an eye-doctor .. , vrould be 

accused of nc;)t knowing the meaningso:f 'bachelor• and •oculist• 

respectively. l.t also pefuts out that meaning~£ • unmarried man• 

.and. •·eye-doctor' have been assigned to the less fundamental terms. 

•bachelor' and •oculist• in-course of the development of ~anguage. 



In reply to the above objections against the relation of 

synonymy holding between each of the above pairs involving in 
. . 

the above-mentioned statements, logical positivists may argue 

that the question whether the above statements are synonymous 
. . 

or not does not arise at all as in English language each of the 

above pairs are conmonly used as synonymous expressions. Now, the 
. . . 
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point is that, this reference to use turns the notion of synonymity 

only as a matter of resolution. Hence, if analyticity is explained 
' ' 

in tezms of smonlffi!itl and synonymity is ~matter ·Of resolution, 
. \ 

then analfEicitl would be ~~ed.merely to a kind of resolution. 

SEC'riDN • V 

Fro~ the above discussion it is clear that each of the 

above interpretations fails to explain analytic statements as such. 

At best, each can explain only a limited number of such statements. 
. -

And as underlying reason of this failure 71 would like to point out 

a common limitation shared by all the interpretations,.. in addition 

to the above-mentioned limitations peculiar to each interpretation. 

~ow, the task of pointing out this comm::m limitation would be 

easier if -v1e go throu9h the follOwing analytic statements s 

a) No unmarried man is married. 

b) Either it is raining or not. 

c) Bachelors ere unmarried men. 

d) Procrastination is putting things off. 
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A little reflection shows that although each of the above 
. . 

statements has been considered as analytic one,. actually they do 

not belong to the same category and the following points of difference 

among them can easily be marke~. 

(i) Analyticity of the statements (a.) and (b) follow clearly 

from the law of c~ntradi~tion,while analyticity of (c) a9d (d) 

follow from the fact that the terms involved in the statements are 

but synonymous. 

(.ii) Being logically true~ (a.) and (b) are necessacy- statements-.

the denial of which would involve self-9ontrad,ictio~. Now, the case 

is not the same in respect of (c) and {d). Follow"ing Quine,. it 

can be poin·eed out that (c) and (d) can only be tunred into logi

cally true statements by putting synonyms for synonyms.1 Hence, 

in order to turn {c) and (d) into logically true. statements what 

is required is empirical investigation o£ linguistic usage. 

(iii) Wittgenstein has pointed out that logical propositions· 

which are apriori can neither be confirmed nor refuted by experience. 2 

1. Quine, w. y.o., "Two Dogmas of Empiricismn in From A I.Dgical 

point of view,. Harvard University Press, 1953., ;p. 23 .. 

2. ·t'Vittgenstein, L., Tractatus Logico --:- Philoso,ehicus 

translated by Pears,. D. F., Me Guiuness,.. B. F • .Routledge and 
Kegan Paul.,. london, 1971, p. 21-3. 
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Now following Wittgenstein~ (a) and (b} can easily be m~ked as 

apriori statements. They can neither be confirmed nor be refuted 

by experience, l'll'hile in case of (c) and (d) we cannot say so • 

.In fact, (cJ and (dj requiring empirical investigation o£ linguistic 

usage can in no v-ray be -regarded as apriori or independent of 

experience •. 

(ivJ That the above-mentioned four statements do not belong to 

the same order can be proved -by_ the fact that while (~) end (b) 

are tl~selves logically true ·statements,(c) and (d) are not the 

like. J:n fact# in respect o;l: (c·) _ and (d)6. being logically true is 

subject to a .. further condition i.e. condition o:E putting synonyms 

for synonyms .• 

emerge. 

From the above account the :follot'l!'ing two important points 

(1) There ore more than one type of analytic statements. 

(2} A single criterion-can in no way expla~"l analytic 

_statements as such. 

Hence, question m?Y arise· t .I£ there are different cl_asses 

of analytic statements i •. e!t if classification of analytic s:tate-

. ments be admitted,. would any attempt to e~plain all such state

ments by a single criterion be justified at all? 
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SECTION - VI. 

In order to show that no interpretation is sufficient to 

explain the so-called analytic statement, we can concentrate on 

our conceptual system of knowledge. Since the sole task of philo

sophy is understanding· and appreciating the \miverset we have no 

other way but to. think over the totality of the so-called know

ledge. However, the totality of .knowledge is nothing but a massive 

alliance of beliefs facing the tribunal of. experience off and on. 

As a result, revision in o.ur. cc:mceptual system is inevitable. 

This possibility of revision is ~ big question mark before the 
•. 

concept of analytic truth or et~rnal. trut~ •. It. may be noted that 

concepts which were considered ~s.et~rnal in the field of science 

have been subjected to alteration and,rejec1;'.io;n. In this context, 

we can cite the_ example of .time. Time is undoubtedly a very funda

mental concept and nas been considered as an· independent physical . ' .... . 

quantity till the early part of t.his century. No~v, the above concept 

of time has been shattered following Einstein~s. general.theory of 

relativity. Instead o~ an independent physical. quantity,. time is 

now considered to be an observer d~,pel;ldent quantity. Time has been 
' ~ I 

accepted to be conditioned by obsexver•s, position and speed. Hence,. 

it follows that no physical theory should be considered as final •. 

stephen w. Hawking writes: 

\ 
\ 



"Any physical theory is always provisional, in the 

sense that it is only a hypothesis a you can never 

prove it. No matter hat"l msny times the results o£ 

experiments agree with some theory, you C&"l never 

be sure that the next time the result will not contra-

diet the theory. on the other hand, you can disprove 

a theory by finding even a single observation that 

disagrees with the predictions of the theoryM4iJ 1 
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some philosophers may argue that possibility of revision 

would not be concern ·of analytic truth if su~~ truth be determined 

solely by an analysis of the m·eanin9 of the' words in the sentences 

expressing it. According to ~hem, in that case,· one need not 

investigate anything in the world apart from· language to discover 

analytic truth. Hence. knot-ring the meaning of the wora •bachelor• 

is all that one pequires to determine the truth of the statement 

'a bachelor is an unmarried man• .• 

ln reply.. it can be pointed out that these philosophers, 

while arguing, ignore following two inportant points: 

1) Meaning is a c;:oncern of both .analytic ancii non-analytic 
. -

statements. In fact, without being involved with the meaning of 

1. Ha"t'lking, s. w. 1 A Bri;ef Histor2: of Time,· Bantam Books, 

New Yor~, 1989, P• 11. 
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the corresponding words 'poets• and 'philosophers• we cannot make 

the non-analytic statement 'All poets are philosophers•; just as 

by an analysis of the word 'bachelor• ~ ue make the analytic 

statement • A ,bachelor is an unmarried man•. 

2) Meaning of an indiv.idual word can in no way be determined 

without taking into sccount the context. Any change in context is 

bound to be reflected in the meaning of the individual word •. 

Admitting the monolithic character of our conceptual system as 
' . 

advocated by Quine~· Hi~ar.t J?utnsm writes: 

'"I should like, with Quine, t9 st:ress the extent to 

which the meaning of an .individual word is a 

function of its plac~ ~ the network, and tb: 

l.rcpo~ibility_ of_ separati~g. in the actu_al use of a 

word~ that .Pa.J:"t of the -use which reflects "t;he "meaning-• 

of the word ·and tpe part of the_ u~e whi~h reflects 
' j.. 

deeply embedded collateral information~. 

Anzyay;1 possibility of reyision in our concem;ual szstem. _ 

is a. factor that stands on the wa2' to clarify the noti2n of analx_

ticitY and thereby,to m~e a clear distinction between~alx£ie 

.. and non-analxt:ic statements whatsoeVf!:L'• 

l·~eo Hilary~ .,t;utnam, .Nind, Language and Reality~ Cambridge 
un.iversity, l.986, PP• 40-41, 


